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SOME NOTES ON T H E NESTING OF T H E 
NUTHATCH. 

BY 

A. H. MACHELL COX, 

ALTHOUGH the Nuthatch (Sitta europcea britannica) is well 
known and does not shun observation, I am venturing to 
put together one or two notes, partly on habits which I 
have not seen commented on. The most remarkable may 
perhaps be an individual peculiarity, but I am inclined to 
think there is more in it. For two years a box was used 
at a height of about 30 feet in a wych elm close to my house. 
On both occasions the ground beneath was littered with green 
leaves quite undamaged, which the birds stripped off from 
all the twigs near the box ; I came to the conclusion that 
they prefer to have an uninterrupted view of the hole and 
its immediate surroundings. Three other boxes since used 
were already fully exposed to view, and in their case no 
leaves were pulled off. The male is always, I think, on duty 
while the female is building. For years I have been in the 
habit of taking down notes on his different whistles, so 
insistent and arresting as to surprise the least observant. I 
should say that there are seven—not more—distinct themes, 
with variations thereon. A ringing " twee, twee, twee, twee!" 
is chiefly characteristic of a male on guard, assuring the 
busy worker that the coast is clear. This is very different 
from his agitated alarm-note, should the Starling (Sturnus v. 
vulgaris) intrude in any way, although the plastering pre
cautions have really made his stronghold impregnable. 
Singularly enough my own inspection, of a box at any stage 
has invariably been watched without protest, even when it 
has involved handling the eggs or young. The box referred 
to above was of German make and originally designed for 
the smaller Tits. The Nuthatches coveted it when it was 
in the possession oi a Blue Tit (Parus c. obscurus), and spent 
many laborious hours at frequent intervals enlarging the 
hole ; their siege, prolonged well into May, was unsuccessful, 
and they did not force an entrance till many months later, 
in time for the following season. Even in these circum
stances endless trouble was taken with plastering both inside 
and outside the hole ; they did not reduce its circumference 
at all, but smoothed and rounded off the edges. Both birds 
took their turn, at any rate at the preliminary work, which 
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seems to be indispensable and occupies much the larger 
portion of the whole time spent; this consists of incessant 
hammering to produce a rough surface which will take the 
subsequent stucco. Frequently it needs the most minute 
inspection to detect the results of all this labour. The 
amount of bark collected for the nest varies very much 
according to the requirements of the cavity, and the part 
taken by the male is also an uncertain factor. I have seen 
him pull off a long strip from a birch tree, roll it up and hand 
it over to his mate; one year I observed him carry almost 
his share to the box, but instead of entering it he would 
endeavour to drop his pieces through the hole, with the 
frequent result that they were blown back and lost; again 
this year, as far as I observed, his part was confined to 
encouraging and guarding his mate while at work. I have 
insufficient data to speak of the length of incubation, but 
after they are hatched the young are usually a full 24 days 
in the nest, leaving it in the first or second week of June. 
The parents bring food, on an average, about once a minute 
throughout the day, and at one nest I noticed the curious 
fact that the young began to clamour, not before or during 
a visit, but immediately after it. They are still fed very 
assiduously for a long time after they are fledged, and the 
hard-worked parent is worn to a shadow compared with the 
plump offspring. 

This year I secured a more or less ready-made box from 
the trunk of a hollow tree which had been cut down. Having 
sawn off a portion about 15 inches in length, with a cavity 
about 7 inches in diameter, I bored a lateral hole about 
3 inches deep as an entrance, boarded up one end as a floor, 
and supplied a removable slate roof. With some difficulty 
this was securely fixed 12 feet up in the angle formed by the 
twin stems of a Scotch pine. This faced a boys' playground 
constantly in use, but within two days (February 23rd) a 
pair of Nuthatches were overhauling it. By the middle of 
March they were seriously thinking of nesting operations, 
but for a week they could not make up their minds between 
the attractions of this and another box with an entrance 
hole large enough for an Owl. Finally their choice fell on 
the new one, and the work began in earnest. The plastering 
was not all done first, but from time to time was resumed 
as a pleasant interlude during the laborious collection of 
materials. The lower strata were composed of big coarse 
bits of bark and debris from a place where trees had been 
sawn up in the winter. These chips were often more than 
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four inches long; they were by no means selected at haphazard, 
and, unlike the thoughtless Jackdaw (Colceus monedula), 
the Nuthatch invariably held them by one end in the same 
line with its body, so that they could be inserted into the 
hole without difficulty. At a later stage the finer inside 
bark of pines was chiefly used, but a yew close at hand was 
also frequently visited despite the protests of some Chaffinches 
nesting in it. Roughly speaking, three weeks were occupied 
in constant work, and then 8 eggs were laid. Actually only 
one hatched out, one of the eggs having the yolk dried up 
and rattling about in it like a pea. After frequent inspections 
the slate roof was plastered down from the inside. The 
parents, curiously enough, were observed to secrete bread 
and other food in crevices of the bark even while they were 
busy providing for their nestling. Miss Turner has thrown 
some doubt on the storing habit of these birds, but I have 
observed it again and again, and less frequently in the case 
of the Coal Tit (P. ater). After the young one flew (June ist) 
I carefully emptied the nest and expended some hours count
ing the separate pieces of bark. In all, the materials weighed 
just 31 ounces and there were 13,300 bits of bark (including 
about 400 chips of wood and 100 dry ilex leaves). It is 
probable, of course, that the number was increased by brittle 
portions breaking off under the process of attrition, but 
against this it was impossible to clean the box completely 
out, and many flimsy bits must have stuck together in the 
counting. The most liberal allowance for error would leave 
at least the prodigious amount of 10,000, and in the earlier 
stages it was unusual for more than one bit to be brought 
at a time. 

Finally, I have seen the Nuthatch catch an insect on the 
wing; I have seen it catch a nut which it had accidentally 
dislodged from the crevice where it was being hammered ; 
I have seen it stand on the edge of a jam jar and drink the 
water supplied for poultry; and I have seen it hop with 
extraordinary rapidity after a nut which I threw along the 
terrace and overtake it before it stopped rolling. I can 
well understand that it is easily tamed. 


